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Abstract
This paper presents CoQUOS a scalable and lightweight middleware to support continuous queries in unstructured P2P networks. A key strength of this Technique is that it can be implemented on any unstructured overlay network. It preserves the simplicity and flexibility of the overlay network. It is a completely decentralized scheme to register a query at different regions of the P2P network. It includes two novel components, namely cluster resilient random walk and dynamic probability-based query registration technique. The loosely-coupled and highly dynamic nature of underlying P2P network. This paper focuses on the issues that are of particular importance to the performance of the CoQUOS system, namely Churn of the P2P overlay and Load distribution among peers.
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I. Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking is one of the applications that are based on overlays. Unstructured architectures are attractive because of their simplicity and their high robustness. In unstructured systems, there is neither a centralized directory nor any control over the network topology or resource placement. When a new peer joins the P2P network, it forms connections with other peers freely, e.g., it selects arbitrary peers as neighbours. In order to publish its resources, a peer usually just stores them locally or places them on randomly chosen peers. Generally, unstructured overlays have loose guarantees for resource discovery, and it is possible that a file is not found although it exists in the network. It is often believed that due to the absence of topological constraints such unstructured systems have a better performance and require less maintenance overhead in highly dynamic environments where peers join and leave frequently and concurrently. Basically, there are two fundamental routing operations: flooding and random walks. In flooding, a search packet with a limited time-to-live (TTL) maximally 10 hops in Gnutella for example, is repeatedly forwarded to all neighbors, while in random walks, a packet is only forwarded to one randomly chosen neighboring peer. Most unstructured P2P content distribution systems only support a very simple model for data sharing and discovery called the ad hoc query model. A peer that is interested in discovering data-items they own to other interested peers. Pub-sub system enables its users to register subscriptions expressing their interests and to announce the occurrence of certain events by publishing them. The pub-sub system matches incoming announcements to the existing subscriptions and notifies the users that have registered the matching subscriptions. But it require specialized overlay topologies, intricate indexing and routing mechanisms and also complex algorithms.

II. Related Works
The work presented in this paper is primarily related to two fields, namely P2P networks and publish subscribe systems (event-delivery systems), both of which have been very active areas of research in the past few years. Pub-sub systems can be classified into two broad categories:
1. Topic-based
2. content-based. With the aim of enhancing scalability, efficiency and scalability several distributed pub-sub systems have been proposed. Recently P2P computing models have been utilized for this purpose. Researchers have explored two strategies for constructing P2P-based pub-sub systems, namely
   • Adopting a structured P2P network as the underlying substrate, and utilizing its indexing schemes for mapping subscriptions and events to nodes of the P2P systems,
   • Organizing the nodes of the P2P system into specialized topologies and/or embedding application specific distributed index structures within nodes of the P2P network.
The CoQUOS system differs from the above works in terms of motivation, goals and approach. The goal of the above systems is to improve the various performance parameters of pub-sub systems and they use P2P-based techniques as a means towards this end. In contrast, goal is to enhance the P2P data sharing systems, and continuous queries is a means towards that end. Second, the above pub-sub systems cannot be implemented on top of generic P2P networks, they need specialized overlays. CoQUOS middleware does not need any distributed indexing structures, nor does it impose any topological constraints on the overlay network. This property is essential for achieving high notification success rates as the advertisements are circulated through very limited broadcast around the advertising peer.

### III. Proposed Methodology

Considering the complexities involved in developing full fledged pub-sub systems on top of generic unstructured overlays, this paper presence a scalable and lightweight middleware that supports continuous queries and advertisements in unstructured P2P networks. Two important features distinguish the CoQUOS system. First, it does not impose any topological constraints on the underlying P2P network and can be implemented as an independent module in any unstructured overlay network. Second, the CoQUOS system is very lightweight as it does not require complex index structures or routing techniques. Thus, it preserves the design simplicity of the unstructured overlay networks as well as their flexibility towards transient node populations. This approach is a completely decentralized technique for registering and storing copies of a continuous query at various regions of the P2P network. The CoQUOS system utilizes the stored query replicas for notifying the source peers of matching advertisements that were issued by other nodes in those regions.

### A. This Paper Makes the Following Technical Contributions

1. First, I present the architectural design of the CoQUOS system for supporting continuous queries in unstructured P2P networks. In my architecture each peer maintains a set of continuous queries and notifies the respective query issuers of any matching data items that it discovers. This architecture includes a completely decentralized mechanism for registering a query at various regions of the P2P network.

2. Second, I propose a novel Cluster Resilient Random Walk (CRW) technique for propagating a query to various regions of the network. While preserving the overall framework of random walks, the CRW scheme favors neighbours that are more likely to send the message deeper into the network.

3. Third, I design a dynamic probability scheme for ensuring that query registrations are well distributed along the path of the query. In this scheme, a query that has not been registered in the past several hops has a higher chance of getting registered in its next hop.

4. The main focus in this paper is on the design of decentralized strategy for selecting good beacon node sets for the continuous query. The characteristic of beacon node is listed below.

### B. Characteristics of a Good Beacon Set

1. The beacon nodes of a query should be distributed in all major regions of the overlay network. This property is essential for achieving high notification success rates as the advertisements are circulated through very limited broadcast around the advertising peer.

2. To prevent duplicate notifications, the beacon nodes of a query should not be located too close to one another.

3. Factors such as churn in the overlay network and the load imbalance among the network nodes can have considerable impact on the performance of the CoQUOS system. The loosely-coupled poses several additional challenges. This paper also focus on Churn of the overlay and Load distribution among peers. These two issues are very important to the performance of the CoQUOS systems.

### IV. Load Distribution

Achieving good load distribution among peers is important requirement for the performance of the CoQUOS system. The number of queries and the numbers of notifications sent out per unit time by various nodes represent two key load metrics for CoQUOS system. These load parameters can vary among the nodes of the CoQUOS system. Ensuring good load balancing in decentralized, loosely coupled systems such as unstructured P2P overlays is challenging. The goal for the CoQUOS system is to ensure good load balancing in an efficient and scalable manner. The CoQUOS system includes two schemes for balancing notification loads among its peers.

- **Active load balancing**: In this scheme, an over loaded peer asks one or more of its less-loaded neighbours to take over a few of the queries that are current registered at the peer.
- **Passive load balancing**: In this scheme, an over-loaded peer avoids registering any new queries until the load becomes more balanced.
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IV. Existing System

Despite their popularity, most of the current unstructured P2P content distribution systems suffer from certain serious limitations. One such limitation is their simple, on demand mechanism for content discovery. Peers in these systems discover data items by circulating queries within the overlay network. A peer receiving a query responds back to the initiating node if it has any matching content. Upon processing a query, the recipient node removes it from its local buffers. Thus, a query expires after it completes.
its circulation within the network. In other words, the network forgets the queries once they have completed their circulation. For clarity purposes, we call this the ad hoc query model, and we refer to the queries as ad hoc queries.

A. Disadvantages

1. One such limitation is their simple, on demand mechanism for content discovery.
2. However, this approach is unviable. Besides heavy messaging overheads, this scheme could overwhelm the peers with unwanted advertisements.
3. The ad hoc query model suffers from two main shortcomings. First, an ad hoc query is only capable of searching and retrieving content that exists in the P2P network at the time the query was issued.

VI. Proposed System

We Propose, focus on an alternate notification paradigm called the continuous query model. Similar to content-based pub-sub systems this model provides a mechanism through which peers can register their queries, which are maintained in the network for extended durations of time. A system implementing the continuous query model provides a best-effort notification service for the registered queries informing their initiating nodes of new content that may have been added in the recent past.

Peers in these systems discover data items by circulating queries within the overlay network. A peer receiving a query responds back to the initiating node if it has any matching content. Upon processing a query, the recipient node removes it from its local buffers. Thus, a query expires after it completes its circulation within the network. In other words, the network forgets the queries once they have completed their circulation. For clarity purposes, we call this the ad hoc query model, and we refer to the queries as ad hoc queries.

A. Advantages

• First, we present a novel query propagation technique called Cluster Resilient Random Walk (CRW). This technique retains the overall framework of the random walk paradigm. However, at each step of propagation, CRW favors neighbors that are more likely to send messages deeper into the network thereby enabling the continuous queries to reach different topological regions of the overlay network.

• Second, a dynamic probability scheme is proposed for enabling the recipients of a continuous query to make independent decisions on whether to register the query. In this scheme, a query that has not been registered in the past several hops has a higher chance of getting registered in its next hop, which ensures that registrations are well distributed along the path of a query message.

• Third, we discuss a passive replication-based scheme for preserving high notification effectiveness of the system even when the underlying P2P network experiences significant churn.

Module Description:

1. Cluster Resilient Random Walk
2. Dynamic Probability Scheme
3. Passive Replication
4. Overlay Churn

1. Cluster Resilient Random Walk

Random walk corresponds to a depth first traversal of the network, and a message propagated through random walks has a higher probability of reaching remote regions of the network than its flooding-based counterpart. In this paper we use the terms random walk and pure random walk (PRW) interchangeably. The above property of the random walk makes it an attractive paradigm for propagating continuous queries. Unfortunately, the random walk protocol suffers from one significant drawback that undermines its utility for propagating queries in the CoQUOS system.

we have designed a novel query dissemination scheme called cluster resilient random walk (CRW). This scheme is motivated by a crucial observation: Two peers belonging to the same cluster generally have large numbers of common neighbors.

The discussion in the previous section highlights the crucial role played by the beacon nodes in notifying the source peer of matching data items. Hence, the choice of beacon nodes would have a significant impact on the notification success rates of a continuous query. So, an important research question is: how do we select the set of peers that will serve as the beacon nodes of a query?. In other words, which set of peers

\[
\text{Let } P_{k+1} \text{ denote the list of neighbors of } P_k, \text{ let the peers } P_k, P_{k+1}, \ldots, P_{k+h} \text{ denote the neighbors of the node } P_k. \text{ Let } NbrList(P_{k+1}) \text{ denote the list of neighbors of } P_{k+1} \text{ that are not the neighbors of } P_k \text{ (i.e., } UniqueNbrs(P_{k+1}, P_k) = NbrList(P_{k+1}) - (NbrList(P_k) \cap NbrList(P_{k+1}))). \text{ Suppose the node } P_k \text{ receives a query message from a neighboring peer } P_{k+1}. \text{ In the CRW algorithm, the probability of a neighbor } P_{k+1} \text{ receiving the message in the next hop (represented as } FndProbability(P_{k+1})) \text{ is proportional to }
\]

\[
\left( \frac{UniqueNbrs(P_{k+1}, P_k)}{NbrList(P_{k+1})} \right)^{\lambda} \cdot \sum_{P_j \in \{NbrList(P_k) - P_k\}} \left( \frac{UniqueNbrs(P_j, P_k)}{NbrList(P_k)} \right)^{\lambda}
\]

Normalizing over all the neighbouring nodes of \( P_k \) except \( P_k \)

\[
FndProbability(P_{k+1}) = \left( \frac{UniqueNbrs(P_{k+1}, P_k)}{NbrList(P_{k+1})} \right)^{\lambda} \cdot \sum_{P_j \in \{NbrList(P_k) - P_k\}} \left( \frac{UniqueNbrs(P_j, P_k)}{NbrList(P_k)} \right)^{\lambda}
\]

(1)
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Flooding-based broadcast is an option for circulating continuous queries. However, this would be analogous to a breadth first traversal of the network. As previous studies have reported, in this scheme, messages remain in close vicinity of the source node and
do not go deep into the network [18-19]. Random walk is another message propagation paradigm that has received considerable attention from the P2P research community [18, 23]. In the context of P2P networks, random walk works as follows: When a peer node \( P_i \) receives a message whose TTL has not expired, it selects one of its neighbors completely at random and forwards the message to that peer. Since, at each step the message is forwarded to only one neighbor, the message load imposed by random walk is very low. Random walk corresponds to a depth-first traversal of the network, and a message propagated through random walks has a higher probability of reaching remote regions of the network than its flooding-based counterpart. In this paper, we use the terms random walk and pure random walk (PRW) interchangeably. The above property of the random walk makes it an attractive paradigm for propagating continuous queries. Unfortunately, the random walk protocol suffers from one significant drawback that undermines its utility for propagating queries in the CoQUOS system. Prior studies have shown that the ability of random walk in propagating messages to remote topological regions diminishes significantly on overlay networks that exhibit significant degrees of node clustering [18]. In these networks there are distinct clusters of nodes with large numbers of connections among them, whereas the connections flowing across clusters are comparatively small in number. For these networks, the random walk protocol suffers from the following drawback: When a message enters a cluster, it is likely to keep circulating within the cluster for large number of hops before exiting the cluster. Thus, the message spends a significant fraction of its TTL before reaching a different topological region of the overlay. In fig. 2, a random walk message that reaches peer \( P_4 \) has a high probability of visiting majority of the other peers in \( P_4 \)'s cluster (i.e., peers \( P_0; P_1; P_2; P_3 \)), possibly multiple times, before going to other regions of the network. In other words, the message gets trapped in the cluster for considerable number of hops thereby adversely affecting its ability to reach remote regions of the overlay. Toward overcoming the above drawback, we have designed a novel query dissemination scheme called CRW. This scheme is motivated by a crucial observation: Two peers belonging to the same cluster generally have large numbers of common neighbors. Thus, a peer \( P_j \) has a lesser likelihood of being in the cluster of another peer \( P_i \), if a

A. Dynamic Probability Scheme

The CRW scheme provides a mechanism for propagating a continuous query. But, how does a node receiving this message decide whether to register the query? A straightforward solution would be to register a query at every node it visits. However, this would result in large numbers of unnecessary subscriptions, which affects the efficiency of the network. The reason is that for some continuous queries a long series of peers in the path of the query message may all decide not to register the query, whereas another sequence of consecutive nodes may all decide to host the query. The announcements originated near the dry patches of a query’s path might fail to reach any of its beacon nodes, thus leading to low success rates. Considering these requirements, we have designed a novel dynamic probability-based technique (DP scheme, for short) for peers to decide whether to register a continuous query. However, the registration probability of a query varies as the query traverses along its route. The central idea of the dynamic probability scheme can be summarized as follows:

The probability of registering a query at a peer node would be high if the query has not been registered at the nodes it visited in the recent past. In contrast, if the query has been registered at a node that visited in the past few hops, the probability of it getting registered at the Current peer would be low.

The CRW scheme provides a mechanism for propagating a continuous query. But, how does a node receiving this message decide whether to register the query? A straightforward solution would be to register a query at every node it visits. However, this would result in large numbers of unnecessary subscriptions, which affects the efficiency of the network. Alternatively, each peer receiving a query message can decide register it with a certain fixed probability, say \( R_p \). We call this scheme the fixed probability-based query registration scheme (FP scheme). Although this strategy seems intuitive, it cannot guarantee high notification success rates for every query. The experiments in Section 6 confirm our contention in this regard. The reason is that for some continuous queries a long series of peers in the path of the query message may all decide not to register the query, whereas another sequence of consecutive nodes may all decide to host the query. The announcements originated near the dry patches of a query’s path might fail to reach any of its beacon nodes, thus leading to low success rates.

Considering these requirements, we have designed a novel DP-based technique for peers to decide whether to register a continuous
query. As in the fixed probability scheme, a peer receiving a query-message registers it with certain probability. However, the registration probability of a query varies as the query traverses along its route. When a peer issues a query, the registration probability is set to an initial value (called initial probability). When a peer Pi receives a query message Qm, it registers the query with probability Rp(Qm). If Pi registers the query, it also resets the value of Rp(Qm) to the default initial value, before forwarding the message to one of its neighbors. On the other hand, if Pi decides not to register the query, it increments Rp(Qm) by a predetermined amount (called probability increment) before forwarding the query to one of its neighbors. Thus, the registration probability value associated with a query message keeps increasing until it gets registered at a peer, at which point it falls suddenly to the default initial value. The number of beacon nodes of a query can be controlled through the initial probability and probability increment parameters. Higher values of these parameters result in larger number of subscriptions and vice-versa. Experiments show that our decentralized beacon node selection scheme comprising of CRW and the DP query registration scheme, not only yields significant improvement in the overall success rates, but also ensures reasonably high individual success rates for all queries.

B. Passive Replication

We discuss a passive replication-based scheme for preserving high notification effectiveness of the system even when the underlying P2P network experiences significant churn. This churn of the overlay network can adversely impact the success of continuous queries and announcements. When a node Pi gracefully leaves the system, it asks one of its neighbors to handle all registered queries at Pi and also notifies all the beacon nodes with queries issued by Pi to remove the queries. However, if Pi exits the system unexpectedly, all the registrations are lost and the notification success rates of the respective queries and the matching announcements drop. Thus, effective mechanisms are needed to alleviate the negative effects of churn in the overlay network.

Failures are detected through periodic exchange of heartbeat messages between the beacon node and the peers maintaining its replicas. The beacon node that does not respond to two consecutive messages is assumed to have failed. In the interest of better load distribution, two or more neighbors may takeover subsets of the queries registered at the failed node. The communication costs of maintaining query replicas are optimized through lazy replication and piggybacking the information they utilize. They only require interactions between neighboring peers, thus making them suitable for generic unstructured P2P networks. In both schemes, neighboring peers periodically (at the end of pre-specified cycles) exchange information about their loads. Based on the load information obtained from its neighbors, a peer decides whether it is overloaded. The objective of this paper is to introduce a model to guide the analysis of the impact of churn in P2P networks. Using this model, a variety of node membership scenarios is created. These scenarios are used to capture and analyze the performance trends of chord, a distributed hash table (DHT) based resource lookup protocol for peer-to-peer overlay networks. The performance study focuses both on the performance of routing and content retrieval. This study also identifies the limitations of various churn-alleviating mechanisms, frequently proposed in the literature. The study highlights the importance of the content nature and access pattern on the performance of P2P, DHT-based overlay networks. The results show that the type of content being accessed and the way the content is accessed has a significant impact on the performance of P2P networks on a peer Pi are replicated at r (replication factor) of its neighbors. If Pi fails, the failure will be noticed by a neighbor, say Pk, that maintains a replica of subscriptions registered at Pi. Pk claims ownership of the queries registered at the failed node by sending messages to other neighbors of Pi, and receiving consent from them. Simultaneous ownership claims by multiple neighbors will be resolved in favor of the peer with smallest ID. Once Pk receives consent from other neighbors, it assumes the query notification functionalities of Pi (i.e., Pk becomes the new beacon node of the queries that were registered at Pi) and notifies the source nodes of the queries about the takeover. Failures are detected through periodic exchange of heartbeat messages between the beacon node and the peers maintaining its replicas. The beacon node that does not respond to two consecutive messages is assumed to have failed.

C. Overlay Churn

In order to counter the adverse effects of network churn, we have designed a low-cost technique wherein the query registrations present on a peer are replicated on one or more of its neighbors.
number of queries and the numbers of notifications sent out per unit time by various nodes represent two key load metrics for CoQUOS system. These load parameters can vary widely among the nodes of the CoQUOS system due to variety of reasons, including topological characteristics of the network, skewed announcement and query popularities, variation in the resource availabilities at peers or a combination of these factors. Irrespective of the cause, load imbalances not only degrade the performance of the system, but may also cause overloaded peers to exit the network. Ensuring good load balancing in decentralized, loosely coupled systems such as unstructured P2P overlays is challenging. In fact, achieving optimal load balancing on a global scale may turn out to be prohibitively expensive as it would require collection and maintenance of load information on a global scale. Skip graphs have been used to alleviate some of the problems associated with global load balancing in the context of range data [16]. However, skip raphs require maintenance of circular linked lists consisting of all nodes in the system. Hence, they are not suitable for a large-scale, dynamic environment like unstructured P2P content distribution platforms.

VII. Conclusion
The continuous query paradigm studied in this paper is similar to pub-sub, but it provides best-effort notification service. We presented the design and evaluation of a lightweight system, called CoQUOS, which supports continuous queries in unstructured P2P networks. This Technique incorporates several novel features such as cluster resilient random walk for query propagation, dynamic probability scheme for query registration, and a lazy replication technique for countering network churn.
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